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Hozier - De Selby, pt. 2

                            tom:
                Gbm

            [Primeira Parte]

Gbm                 E   Gbm
What you're given, what you live in
           E Gbm
Darlin', it finds a way to live in you
D                  E  Gbm
And your heart, love, has such darkness
          E Gbm                  D
I feel it in the corners of the room

D                                  Bm
(If I was any closer) After the gloom
                               E Gbm
(I could only lose me) I wanna lose me
                E Gbm
(If I fade away, let me fade away) I, I
                 D
Wanna fade away with you

(If I was any closer) If I was any
D
Closer
                                  E   Gbm
(I could only lose me) I could be lost
                                  E
(If I fade away, let me fade away) No
Gbm
More than I was or than I

[Pré-Refrão]

Gbm                 E
Want to be when you fall on me like
D            Bm
Night, every time
     Gbm           E
And I want to be so far from sight and
D
Mind
                 Bm
I wanna kill the lights

[Refrão]

       Gbm
I wanna run against the world that's
Turnin'
   E
I'd mov? so fast that I'd outpace the
D
Dawn
           Bm
I wanna be gon?
       Gbm
I wanna run so far, I'd beat the
Mornin'
          E
Before the dawn has come, I'd block the
D
Sun
               Bm
If you want it done

[Segunda Parte]

Gbm              E Gbm           E Gbm
Let all time slow, let all light go
              E Gbm
I don't need to know where we begin and
End
D                       Bm           E Gbm
I'd still know you, not being shown you
         E Gbm
I only need the workin' of my hands

D
(If I was any closer) Do you
    Bm
Understand?
                               E Gbm
(I could only lose me) I wanna lose me
                E Gbm
(If I fade away, let me fade away) I, I
                 D
Wanna fade away with you

(If I was any closer) If I was any
D
Closer
                                  E Gbm
(I could only lose me) I could be lost
                                  E
(If I fade away, let me fade away) No
Gbm
More than I was or than I

[Pré-Refrão]

Gbm                 E
Want to be when you fall on me like
D
Night
        Bm
I wanna kill the lights

[Refrão]

       Gbm
I wanna run against the world that's
Turnin'
   E
I'd mov? so fast that I'd outpace the
D
Dawn
           Bm
I wanna be gon?
       Gbm
I wanna run so far, I'd beat the
Mornin'
          E
Before the dawn has come, I'd block the
D
Sun
               Bm
If you want it done

[Ponte]

Gbm            Gb4    E       E
(If I was any closer, I could only lose
  D
Me)
                 Gbm
(If I fade away, let me fade away)
Gbm            Gb4    E       E
(If I was any closer, I could only lose
  D
Me)
               D
(If I fade away, let me fade away)

[Refrão]

       Gbm
I wanna run against the world that's
Turnin'
   E
I'd mov? so fast that I'd outpace the
D
Dawn
           Bm
I wanna be gon?
       Gbm
I wanna run so far, I'd beat the
Mornin'
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          E
Before the dawn has come, I'd block the
D

Sun
               Bm    Gbm
If you want it done

Acordes


